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Renato Spagnoli
Ambiente 68
The exhibit presents a single work, Ambiente 68 from 1968, which consists of twelve sheets of transparent plastic material, 105x120 cm
each, arranged in such a way as to achieve both parallel and non-parallel surfaces, creating a sort of “hut/labyrinth”. The letters Y O X I M
U, “drawn/modelled” with coloured tape on the methacrylate surface, are cut through in negative-positive by horizontal bands and give off
an image of particularly effective accumulation, forming other images that shift based on the spectator’s point of view. The letters
transform into ideogrammatic symbols, suggesting the creation of new characters for a “trans-linguistic” alphabet.

Renato Spagnoli. AMBIENTE 68
“A secret question hovers over us, a sense of disappointment, a broken promise we were given as children about what our adult world was supposed to be like. I am referring
not to the standard false promises that children are always given, but to a particular generational promise one that was never quite articulated as a promise but rather as a set of
assumptions about what our adult world would be like. Where, in short, are the flying cars?”1
This question opens a text written by David Graeber, anthropologist and anarchist, in 2012, titled Of Flying Cars and the Declining Rate of Profit. Graeber was eight years old
when the crew of the Apollo landed on the moon, was a reader of science fiction, and imagined, with the passing of the year 2000 in his thirty-ninth year of life, he would live in
a world full of wonders. And thus, inspired by his disappointment in not finding “force fields, tractor beams, teleportation pods,… colonies on Mars2…” in the 21st century, he
begins to search for the reasons behind the failed promise of technological progress. In connection to this, he attempts to explain capitalist industry’s failure to zero out the
profit rate, predicted by Marx and Engels, which was meant to coincide with the full automation of the factories of the future.
I found some perfect parallels with the Manifesto of the Atoma Group presented by Renato Spagnoli, and three other artists, as part of the Anarchist Federation of Livorno in
1963. In particular: “The Atoma Group was formed, guided by a shared and sincere need, to open up, with a dynamic urge, to the cultural assimilation of the newest theories in
those disciplines that, to become logical of history, hypothecate the future, in the sense that there will be no cultural and social evolution that does not depend on the
technical-industrial clarification of the same. We refer to Biochemistry and Cybernetics; and especially to the relationships that are envisaged within psychopathy research
connected to Information Theory3.”
In 1970, not long after the Apollo’s moon landing, Renato, who had been interested in new technologies and the magnificent developments to come since early in his career,
believed that literature had already envisioned what would be seen in the near future, but on one condition, that is, “if humankind is not denied its own ideas, its freedom to
fantasize4.” Here again there is an echoing Graeber’s ideas, an English university professor. For Graeber, Scientific Research had slowed in part due to the “corporatization”
of University Departments, so that it was no longer possible to conduct research motivated by pure curiosity, and academic bureaucracy takes up most of an instructor’s time,
and he writes, “In my own university, for instance, we have more administrators than faculty members, and the faculty members, too, are expected to spend at least as much
time on administration as on teaching and research combined. The same is true, more or less, at universities worldwide.5.” Continuing, he cites the astrophysicist Jonathan
Katz: “You will spend your time writing proposals rather than doing research. Worse, because your proposals are judged by your competitors, you cannot follow your
curiosity, but must spend your effort and talents on anticipating and deflecting criticism rather than on solving the important scientific problems. . . . It is proverbial that
original ideas are the kiss of death for a proposal, because they have not yet been proved to work6.”
Not only technology and science, but language as well. In all (or almost all) science fiction novels and stories, there are no linguistic barriers. One may have imagined either a
single galactic language or a simultaneous translator. The Manifesto of the Atoma Group states: “The outcomes of the disciplines mentioned above [Biochemistry,
Cybernetics, Psychopathology] will help to determine the possibility of accessing a cosmic dimension of language (a-spatial/a-temporal) developed by devising trans-linguistic
systems of communication, focusing on the preverbal capacities of thought, as the most synthetic and creative moments. What we hope to emphasize is that no language places
preverbal, trans-logical and aconceptual faculties at the foundation of its informational capabilities like artistic language. Hence the legitimacy of aspiring to a hypercommunicative system of language (interindividual immediate communication) that can be extended to the entire human race7.”
In Spagnoli’s works from the 1960s, like Ambiente 68, he “maintains his ideogrammatic symbols, transposes them into a new space, expands them to become objects and
acquire dimension. His discourse, from being syntactic, tight and rhythmic, becomes spatial and plastic. Images become hallucinatory and broken, they move and flow with a
new, more vivid dialectic insistence8.” Thus, using the letters Y O X I M U, Spagnoli is alluding to a “trans-linguistic” alphabet.
The optical-perceptual research of the 1950s and 60s, typical in Optical Art, provided a chance for science fiction cinema to create scenes of the future world. In the science
fiction film La decima vittima (1965) by Elio Petri, based on a short story by Robert Sheckley, The Seventh Victim, works by the N Group (Gruppo N) were used for interior

scenery to create the film’s backdrops.
The hut (or tent) layout, archetype of the home in modern architecture, that Renato Spagnoli depicts with transparent methacrylate sheets in Ambiente 68 suggest a new way of
building, already present in science fiction literature. On the planet Trantor, the inhabitants imagined by Isaac Asimov for the Foundation series live in cities “enclosed” under
glass domes to be safe from the weather and live peacefully with man-made air conditioning. Evgenij Ivanovič Zamjatin, in his view of the future featured in the dystopian novel
We (1921), imagines, in a society that has outlawed free will and where the private intimacy of citizens disappears, houses with walls made entirely of transparent glass.
In Isaac Asimov’s Foundation series, the planet Terminus, still unexplored, is colonized by humans (only by its most brilliant minds) for the sole purpose of creating a
Encyclopedia Galactica there that collects and conserves all the knowledge from millennia of human history. A scientific refuge beyond politics and the economy, serving all of
humankind, to preserve knowledge and develop new fantastic discoveries.
Where, in short, is the planet Terminus?
Gian Marco Casini
Livorno, August 27th

ita-eng transl. by Rachel Moland
1 David Graeber, Of Flying Cars and the Declining Rate of Profit, 2012, https://thebaffler.com/salvos/of-flying-cars-and-the-declining-rate-of-profit
2 ibidem

3 eng. transl. Rachel Moland, GRUPPO ATOMA, 1964, ed. Galleria Numero, Firenze.
4 Renato Spagnoli, 1970, ed. Galleria Giraldi, Livorno
5 op. cit.
6 ibidem
7 op. cit.

8 eng. transl. Rachel Moland, Lara-Vinca Masini, 1966, Gruppo Atoma
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Ambiente 68 1968
adhesive film on twelve plexiglass panels
105x125 cm each
variable dimensions
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BIO

Renato Spagnoli was born in Livorno on December 28th 1928.
In 1956 he started working as a painter for trains and his life really changed. He transferred these techniques into his artistic work making papers and
canvases close to Concrete Poetry through the use of stencils.
In 1963 in the Anarchist Federation of Livorno, with Graziani Bartoli and Lacquaniti , Renato founded the “Gruppo Atoma”. They presented their
Manifesto at the Galleria Numero of Fiamma Vigo in Florence. The “Gruppo Atoma” was included in the “Museo d’Arte Sperimentale” of Torino.
In 1967 he started working with the Galleria Sincron in Brescia, where he met Bruno Munari. With the Gallery he participates in group shows with the
most important Italian artists.
Between 1967 and 1978 Spagnoli began using methacrylate creating 3D works that approached optical art.
In 1981 two important exhibitions: Selezione di opere (Selected works), Pinacoteca di Macerata; Le ultime novità (The latest news) curated by
Luciano Caramel, Palazzo dei Diamanti, Ferrara.
In 1985, he took part in the exhibition “Arte Italiana degli anni '60” at the Castello di Rivoli in Turin.
At the end of 1994, Spagnoli exhibited at the “Casa della Cultura” of Livorno: a personal exhibition organized by the City of Livorno and curated by
Lara Vinca Masini.
Lara Vinca Masini dedicates a section to Spagnoli in his "Arte Italiana. La Linea del Modello", Giunti Editore, 1996.
Renato Spagnoli died in Livorno in 2019.
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Renato Spagnoli
Works

Probabilità n.4 1965
acrylic on paper pasted on canvas
60x100 cm
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6914 1969
enamel on plexiglass and on masonite
62x100x3 cm
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7313 1973
acrylic on canvas
70x50 cm
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Senza Titolo 1979/80
photogram on paper
18x24 cm each

SELECTED EXHIBITIONS

2022 Ambiente 68, Gian Marco Casini
Gallery, Livorno

Gruppo Atoma
1963 Premio Arezzo
1964 Galleria Numero, Firenze. XV
Premio Avezzano (AQ), Strutture di
visione.
1965 Casa della Cultura, Livorno.
1967 Costituzione Museo Sperimentale
d'Arte, Torino.
1985 Arte Italiana degli anni 60 nelle
collezioni della Galleria Civica d'Arte
Moderna, Castello di Rivoli, Torino
Solo
1970 Galleria Sincron, Brescia.
AL2, Roma
1979 Galleria Il Cortile, Bologna.
Galleria Peccolo, Livorno.
1981 Pinacoteca Comunale, Macerata.
Centro attività visive, Palazzo dei
Diamanti, Ferrara
1984 Art Stable, Amsterdam
2018 A-Zenobia, Gian Marco Casini
Gallery, Livorno.
2020 In direzione ostinata e contraria,
Palazzo Ducale, Massa.
Senza Motivo!, Gian Marco Casini
Gallery, Livorno

Group
1967 Galleria Numero, Firenze.
1968 Incontri d’Avanguardia, Fiumalbo
(MO).
1970 Centro Techné Firenze - Galleria
Doma Uluh-a, Zagreb.
Itinerante "Three to infinity - new
multiple art" org. Art Council of
Great Britain, Whitechapel Gallery,
London & Region.
1973 Itinerante "Gruppo Sincron”,
Galleria Sincron, Brescia+
Radnicki Universitet "R.Cirpanov",
Novi Sad + Studentski Kulturni,
Centar IDC, Beograd.
1974 Grands et Jeunes d'aujourd'hui,
Grand Palais, Paris.
Salon d'Art Actuel, Bruxelles.
IKI, Aktuelle Kunst, Dusseldorf.
1979 Constructivismo ltaliano, Galeria
Monasterios, Maracay, Venezuela.
1981 Die Geometrie und ihre Zeichen,
Künstlerhaus, Wien.
1989 Wortlaut, Galerie Schüppenhauer,
Colonia; Städtische Museum,
Bochum.

1991 Wortlaut, Galerie Vaclav Spala,
Praga. XVI Premio Nazionale Città di
Gallarate, Gallarate (VA).
2007 MART, Rovereto
2019 Esposizione, Collezione La Gaia,
Busca (CN).
inciampo, Museo della Città, Livorno
Diálogos entre sentidos. Un viaje de
la abstración perceptual entre
América y Europa, Museo del Canal
Interoceánico, Panamá, PA.
2021 RESET, Haus Konstruktiv, Zurich.
2022 La vera patria (The true homeland),
Gian Marco Casini Gallery, Livorno.
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COLLECTIONS
Arts Council Collection, London (EN)
Collezione La Gaia, Busca (CN)
Museo Sperimentale d'Arte, Turin
Das Progressive Museum, Basel (CH)
Galleria Studentski Kulturni, Centar IDC, Belgrade (SRB)
Pinacoteca Comunale, Macerata
Museo du Banco Central, Quito (Ecuador)
Pinacoteca Comunale, Ferrara
Haus fur Konstructive und Konkrete Kunst, Zurich (CH)
Elisabeth Ehepaar e Jean Pierre Gysel Collection, Zurich (CH)
MAGA, Gallarate (VA)
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